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2. LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The purpose of this document is to present the EXMR project. EXMR offers potential
holders the power to acquire their ERC-20 tokens created within a smart-contract, the
main function is to operate within an ecosystem or business platform called
GetCryptoPayments.org. The information contained below may not be exhaustive and
does not imply any element of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide
relevant and reasonable information to the holders of possible tokens so that they can
carry out a thorough analysis of the company with the intention of acquiring their EXMR
Tokens.
This document does not constitute an offer of sale or a request for an offer to purchase or
a guarantee in any jurisdiction in which it is illegal to make such offer or request according
to the guidelines of La Suiza FINMA, the securities of the United States and the SEC. or
any other foreign regulatory authority has approved an investment in the tokens. An EXMR
token can be classified as a guarantee of privacy as a right to tokens holders, to receive
the benefits of their development operations and unique features. The statements,
estimates and financial information contained in this document constitute statements or
information. Such statements or information are related to known and unknown risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from the
estimates or results expressed in such implied or prospective statements. This document
is the official document in English, which is the official source of information about the
EXMR token. The information contained in this document may be used in the course of
written or verbal communication with existing and potential community members, partners,
etc. In the course of the information, the content may change during the evolution of the
EXMR project. The accuracy of the White Paper in English, the provisions of the original
document in English will prevail.

3. OVERVIEW
EXMR is a standard ERC20 token, based on the interface of the Ethereum blockchain.
Our growing community accepts Ethereum technology, because it is one of the best
platforms that maintain a constant technological advance, offering speed and security in
transactions, the advantage of obtaining an EXMR token, in addition to its great project, is
because you will have the Absolute and complete control of your transactions, this
immediately makes EXMR an efficient digital asset. All these advantages of being under
the Ethereum ecosystem, accompanied by the EXMR contract that aims to encourage
purchases and sales online through the main cryptocurrencies, visualize a great future for
EXMR, which will become one of the most requested crypts for their usefulness and
benefits. The EXMR GetCryptoPayments project will offer the possibility for people to buy
goods and services in online stores, as well as making cryptographic payments in person
through the Point of Sales (POS) system. The entire community involved in the world of
cryptocurrencies will find EXMR, another ally or commercial partner of the first line, it is
important to keep in mind that EXMR is not controlled by a central organization, this refers
that there is not a single agent with the power to modify the rules of the shareholders or
the economy of the token, if not that it works under a consensus in each movement. This
document presents the philosophical, technical and economic mechanisms of EXMR.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
We have an EXMR ERC20 token, which works faster and more secure in terms of speed
and transfer, Blockchain is an alternative for people to change towards a really promising
technology. EXMR is presented as an ambitious project with a value that will increase
steadily with time, support and vanguard, represented by its payment gateway and fiat
service GetCryptoPayments, an ecosystem that guarantees the immortality of EXMR.

3.2 MISSION
Our mission is to create a revolution in the market around EXMR to become one of the
most valuable cryptocurrencies, our goal is to be within the 100 major cryptocurrencies
from here to its second year of project launch, according to the market capitalization. Our
system of payment gateway and fiat service, will allow EXMR to obtain wide recognition,
if we add the fact that EXMR has a limited edition of 15 million units, and that it has the
support of a large community that is constant, in addition to the Overlord program that will
generate holders thousands of EXMR plus other benefits of the GetCryptoPayments
platform, this will make EXMR stronger every day.

3.3 VISION
We are helping to expand the boundaries of investment possibilities and to encourage
skeptics to recognize tools offering the technology blockchain since this is a new reality
for the classic financial markets. In short, EXMR aims to be a point of reference for the
investment capital and a new instrument to be included in current, online payment system
with the goal of being an emerging opportunity for a distributed economy. We are confident
that the ecosystem that is being created around EXMR is promising since the objective is
that each person to navigate through a virtual store can see the option to acquire their
good or service through EXMR, this is our long-term goal.

3.4 THE PROBLEM
In the cryptocurrency market, the main problems are the misuse of many dark sectors,
both in laundering and in terrorism. EXMR aims to be the difference by offering commercial
use, to be accepted by all countries. New people who join the Blockchain technology and
who access cryptocurrencies without knowledge, buying and selling in exchanges, will find
in EXMR a low-risk token, which aims to be a reference or gateway for new people You
will enter this fascinating world of cryptocurrencies.
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THE SOLUTION
Any business or individual wants speed, convenience, transparency, low operating costs,
security and control over your transactions all these advantages and solutions. Our motive
is to encourage online crypto payments and Fiat service with our GetCryptoPayments, a
better confidence towards the tokens and all the cryptocurrencies at the same time.
Another solution is that now a number of stores and online merchants may receive
payments in EXMR with zero costs of rate and other cryptocurrencies with low rates...
GetCryptoPayments is creating an opportunity for cryptocurrencies by bringing them to
everyday use.

4. TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Why we select Ethereum Blockchain
The blockchain of the Ethereum has a high technological level, it works very similar to
Bitcoin, but above all the most important thing the blockchain consists of a series of blocks
and each block contains a pointer to the previous block and an ordered list of
operations. Blocks are secured by the proof of work, with "long chain" (as defined by the
total difficulty) by defining the set of committed transactions and order that must be
processed. To get to the "current state" of the Ethereum blockchain, a node can start from
the State of "genesis" (a common initial state that is included with each client from
Ethereum) and process each transaction, any balance/sequence resulting from the
application number code storage changes sequentially processing and code of execution
of the transaction. The same process occurs in Bitcoin; Although Ethereum’ s emphasis
on "transition state" of the execution of the transaction model is unique (for example, in
Bitcoin, a transaction often philosophical is seen as an expense "outputs" from a previous
operation in history, not in objects in the State), the way it works the code Ethereum,
Bitcoin and other protocols such as Ripple, Dogecoin, etc., is essentially the same.

4.1 EXMR TOKEN
EXMR is only created during a single event and started last October 2017.
EXMR believes that up to 15 million this means that the maximum amount of its total
EXMR supply will always be 15 million.

Name: EXMR
Symbol: EXMR
Decimal: 8
Contract: 0xc98e0639c6d2ec037a615341c369666b110e80e5
Total: 15 million
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5. OVERLORD PROGRAM
We present the best Overlord program with monthly benefits in EXMR, and the benefits
of GetCryptoPayments will be distributed quarterly.

Overlord program, shows that we gratify our community, and makes our EXMR every day
one of the most famous and coveted projects by all, EXMR is among all the
cryptocurrencies in the market the noblest, we dare to say that soon we will take an
enviable position before many other altcoins, our strategy of rewarding our Overlord
continues to create an expansion of our community, where each participant benefits from
EXMR directly while waiting quietly for EXMR to achieve its goals established in our
Roadmap and which is of mutual interest to everyone.

Graphic of Overlord Cycle.
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6. VALUE FOR HOLDERS
The value of EXMR is determined by these three factors.

First - EXMR with a limited edition of 15 million, estimated to reach in a short time a $
trillion market capitalization, by the great demand and utility of EXMR, creating this
increase in the value of EXMR from the use of its payment gateway online, direct sales
and multi-wallets point.

Second -EXMR controlled distribution, to achieve increased day by day its value on the
market, many people possible acquired through markets called Exchanges.

Third – EXMR holders will have EXMR coins monthly, and GetCryptoPayments profit,
distributed on a quarterly basis, this bonus will be intended only for holders or Overlords,
over 20K EXMR, which will come from revenues by concepts of the rates obtained by
listing coin fees, for each operation fees by the users of the gateway
getcryptopayments.org, with this incentive to the obtainment of EXMR as a valuable asset
for each holder. Understand that the value of EXMR will grow gradually in time, which
makes it into a precious asset and with a promising future.

6.1 ACHIEVEMENTS
We have built a community that is very strong, managing to create a popularity, within the
first year obtained more than of 3k followers on Twitter, 12K on Facebook etc., more than
20K members are connected now to EXMR in all Telegrams groups. You can find us on
Reddit and Bitcointalk with over 100 reviews more positive feedback.
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7. THE TEAM

Kamil Hazim Albert Nanita Atish Darpel Keian Mascarinas
Advisor Project Developer Project Manager Community Manager

Vipin Mohan Raquel Ligeralde Usman Alí Anand Krishnan
Project Developer Group Manager Exchange Advisor Project Developer

Allister Davis Nija Vinu Medelyn Custodio Jamelyn Dugena
Advisor Project Developer Social Media Assistant Secretary
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8. ROADMAP
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9 GETCRYPTOPAYMENTS

Meet our project:
EXMR, is the official token of GetCryptoPayments®, this payment gateway will be
presented in the month of July in its alpha version, its main function will be to integrate a
wide universe of Tokens and Coins, so that now both merchants online as local, can receive
payments in most crypto coins safely, quickly and with a low fee.

How will it work?
EXMR will be the official token that means the system of voting and payments to list each
Token or Coin will be through EXMR, besides that the payments received online or in local
stores with EXMR will have Zero fees, only the cost of gas.

What benefit will the merchants have in receiving their payments with EXMR?
They will be able to swap EXMR to ETH, only with the cost of gas, without an additional
fee, with it you can convert it to dollars(fiat) easily through our platform.

Overlord Program?
Currently we have a program called Whales Members, which consists of holders of more
than 30K EXMR, they will have the benefit and advantage, that they will receive a monthly
and quarterly income as long as they keep their EXMR in their wallets, since the platform
enters into operation, what we call a bonus, this percentage will be distributed to these
Wallets in EXMR and Ethereum Coin.

Where do these revenues come from?
For the following fee concepts: by the transaction, by listing, by votes, by swap, by
receiving online and local payments, by placing and promoting your store in the first
positions within the platform, etc...

GetCryptoPayments is a well-conceived and complete ecosystem. You can find the
project online https // getcryptopayments.org EXMR is the only one in this type that will
share and distribute its benefits to holders of EXMR.
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10. CONCLUSION
EXMR has only 15 million supplies and is compatible with the Ethereum platform that
provides in the world of encryption, with the new blockchain technology that we are
integrating the ERC-20 and our EXMR is now faster.
Our main proposal is to cover several fundamental aspects: Security, lower cost
transactions, speed and our business prototype an online payment gateway and Fiat
services, a point of sales (POS), multiple wallets, and a global expansion of our project. A
macro exposition and the unlimited use of the crypto world will make EXMR reach different
countries around the world so that everyone can use our online services. EXMR holders
will benefit from the quarterly bonuses and thousands of EXMR per month. By hold a
minimum of 30,000 EXMR, there are many advantages to being an EXMR holder. Now
everything is changing, the old technology has always been replaced by the new one, and
remember that the new technology provides a new opportunity for everyone, so be part of
it. Investors in the world of cryptocurrency can take this opportunity to obtain each EXMR
now at a low cost with the assurance that our project is growing and you will always be
supported by EXMR and GetCryptoPayments.org.

10.1 CONTACT US

support@exmr.io https://exmrfoundation.org

10.2 FOLLOW US

https://t.me/JoinEXMR https://twitter.com/eXMRCoin https://facebook.com/exmrcoin Discord Channel

https://reddit.com/r/exmr GetCryptoPayments.org https://medium.com/@eXMR https://github.com/eXMRCoin
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